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Chapter Eight: Research Proposals/Fellowships

When would you write a research proposal?

General Pointers:

Common Components of a Research Proposal:

Aim: 
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Background: 

Experimental design:

Methods (sometimes combined with experimental design):

Conclusions: 

Common Barricades to Writing:

Don’t know enough. Solution:
Can’t get organized. Solution:

Too overwhelmed. Solution: 

Language barrier. Solution:
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Not in the mood. Solution: 

Waiting for adrenalin to flow. Solution: 

Really blocked. Solution: 

Scared of writing. Solution: 
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How hard can it be to write a fellowship proposal?

I left graduate school terrified of writing grant proposals. I’d seen faculty hide from 

everyone for months while they wrote proposals. It seemed like a daunting task. My 

post-doc mentor, Anthony Means, Ph.D., tricked me into writing a NIH NSRA post-

doctoral fellowship by telling me it wasn’t a real grant and that I probably wouldn’t get 

it because it was so competitive, but he thought it would be a good experience for me 

and after all he was funding me. Well, he lied, at least about it not being a real grant. It 

was a small grant for one person to do in three years. But an amazing thing happened. 

As I started thinking about how to study protein phosphorylation in a totally new system 

to me, I started having fun writing the proposal. By the time I had completed the 

proposal, I had finished something that I didn’t do earning my Ph.D. I had developed 

a logical plan beginning to end to answer a relevant biological question. My Ph.D. dis-

sertation project had evolved so gradually and with so many dead-ends that proposing 

a new project was a joy. What was even more amazing was that the proposal was 

funded and my plans worked. The same skills that I used writing the fellowship, I later 

adapted to writing educational grants. Leaving graduate school I would never have 

imagined that some day I would write and supervise projects that garner a million dol-

lars a year to train the next generation of scientists. Grant writing phobia – be gone!
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Practical Considerations:

Fellowship Applications

Purpose and applicant pool
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Budget restrictions

Length of award

Finding fellowship information

Preparing application materials
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Writing a proposal
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(http://www.bcm.edu/diversityprogams.) 
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If fellowship is awarded:

If you don’t get the fellowship:

    •


